(I'm)Possible: In a World That Pushes Back, Step Forward

Creative Project Overview:
This collection of creative writing pieces help to tell my own personal story of self-discovery and awareness. These pieces are personal accounts and creative non fiction that help to relay information, ideas and concepts that helped my though my own journey. Readers will hopefully find echoes of their own past in my writings and be able to identify with various aspects of their memories and experiences.

Alignment with Theme:
Nearly all of my creative works for this project are of an autobiographical nature and share various snapshots from different times in my life, each meant to convey a part of my journey of perseverance and reflection to self-identity.

By: Rahni Jensen
Human Communications
Journalisma and Media Studies

"Nothing is impossible, the word itself says I'm possible"
- Audrey Hepburn

Work Example:

I am from... Cool air on my face, flower petals
Smooshed grey carpet
Sand at the door
The smell of incense and J’adore
Wood stove, warm love

I am from

Sit up when you are eating
Shoes off at the door
Be nice, the golden rule
Say please and thank you

I am from

Apple tree, tall and wide
Apples drop and rot, sweet and harsh
Crunchy leaves, gold and brown
Blue pool, cool and smooth
Rose bushes, thorns and all

I am from

Turkey sandwiches and sourdough
Mayonnaise, scrapped off
Italian wedding cookies
Sugar sprinkled like fairy dust

Hot concrete, warm on my feet